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Race/Gender/Class/Media 2019
race gender class media considers diversity in the mass media in three main settings audiences content and production it brings together 53 readings most are newly commissioned for this edition by scholars representing a variety of social science and humanities disciplines together these readings provide a multifaceted and often intersectional look at how race gender and class relate to the creation and use of media texts as well as the media texts themselves designed to be flexible in the classroom the book begins with a detailed introduction to key concepts and presents a contextualizing introduction to each of the three main sections each reading contains multiple it's your turn activities to foster student engagement and which can serve as the basis for assignments the book offers a list of resources books articles films and websites that are of value to students and instructors several alternate tables of contents are provided as options for reorganizing the material and maximizing the flexibility of the readings by site of struggle gender race class by medium television print digital etc and by arena journalism entertainment this volume is an essential introduction to interdisciplinary studies of gender race and class across mass media ctors several alternate tables of contents are provided as options for reorganizing the material and maximizing the flexibility of the readings by site of struggle gender race class by medium television print digital etc and by arena journalism entertainment this volume is an essential introduction to interdisciplinary studies of gender race and class across mass media

**Gender, Race, and Class in Media 2003**
gender race and class in media examines the mass media as economic and cultural institutions that shape our social identities through analyses of popular mass media entertainment genres such as talk shows soap operas television sitcoms advertising and pornography students are invited to engage in critical mass media scholarship a comprehensive introductory section outlines the book's integrated approach to media studies which incorporates three distinct but related areas of investigation the political economy of production textual analysis and audience response the readings include a dozen new original essays edited for maximum accessibility the book provides a comprehensive critical introduction to media studies an analysis of race that is integrated into all chapters articles on cultural studies that are accessible to undergraduates an extensive bibliography and section on media resources expanded coverage of queer representations in mass media a new section on the violence debates a new section on the internet together with new section introductions these provide a comprehensive critical introduction to mass media studies

Gender, Race, and Class in Media 2020-07-24

gender race and class in media provides students a comprehensive and critical introduction to media studies by encouraging them to analyze their own media experiences and interests the book explores some of the most important forms of today's popular culture including the internet social media television films music and advertising in three distinct but related areas of investigation the political economy of production textual analysis and audience response multidisciplinary issues of power related to gender race and class are integrated into a wide range of articles examining the economic and cultural implications of mass media as
institutions reflecting the rapid evolution of the field the sixth edition includes 18 new readings that enhance the richness sophistication and diversity that characterizes contemporary media scholarship included with this title the password protected instructor resource site formally known as sage edge offers access to all text specific resources including a test bank and editable chapter specific powerpoint slides

**Gender, Race, and Class in Media 2011**

from gender issues in desperate housewives to race in ugly betty gender biases in video games and portrayals of the american family in extreme makeover to analyzes of new genres like fandom and social media no other book is so successful in engaging students in critical media scholarship by encouraging students to critically analyze those media they already interact with for pleasure and by editing the articles gail dines and jean humez are able to make sophisticated concepts and theories accessible and interesting to undergraduate students

**Race/gender/class/media 3.0 2013**

updated in its 3rd edition lind s race gender class media contains 51 readings that help readers to think critically about issues of race and gender in the media the readings address a multitude of topics in three
major sections audience content and production and approach the matter of race and gender in the media from rhetorical social scientific and critical cultural perspectives the author places strong importance to introducing the material in the text and orienting the reader to the content through overviews context specific introductions and descriptions of each reading

Race/gender/media 2010

race gender media contains 43 readings that help readers to think critically about issues of race and gender in the media the readings address a multitude of topics in three major sections production content and audience and approach the matter of race and gender in the media from rhetorical social scientific and critical cultural perspectives the author places a strong emphasis on introducing the material in the book and orienting the reader to the content through overviews context specific introductions and descriptions of each reading

Race Gender Class and Media 2014-01-15

3rd edition coming spring 2017
Race, Gender, Class, and Media 2011-12-16

invites students to explore critical aspects of diversity in media the book introduces students to issues of diversity as represented in the us news film television advertising and public relations industries and probes foundations concepts and practices in media representation of race gender and class in america

Race, Gender, Class, and Media: Studying Mass Communication and Multiculturalism 2017-08-09

this fine collection of perspectives and information will fill a major gap and help to push communication study in an urgently needed direction undergraduates graduate students and faculty alike have much to gain from this text john downing department of radio television film university of texas austin this is a well conceived and provocative collection that goes a long way toward filling a real void in available classroom textbooks i have no doubt that it will provoke many hours of discussion and debate about the relations between contemporary media forms and the politics of identity and difference larry grossberg morris davis professor of communication studies university of north carolina chapel hill this is one of the few books that really attempts to take the topic of mass media seriously while demonstrating a range of languages and approaches that illustrate what doing cultural studies is actually about henry giroux waterbury chair the pennsylvania state university a terrific book broad based in cultural and critical studies gender race and class
in media is an excellent text for courses in which multiple perspectives are represented ellen wartella dean college of communication university of texas austin an introductory text reader gender race and class in media critically examines the mass media as economic and cultural institutions that shape our social identities especially in regard to gender race and class through an analysis of such popular genres as soap operas talk shows rap music sitcoms rock videos pornography made for tv movies advertising and romance novels students are invited to engage in critical mass media scholarship from a critical cultural perspective the comprehensive introduction delineates the major paradigms in media studies today it outlines the text s integrated approach to media studies which incorporates three distinct but related areas of investigation within media studies political economy of production textual analysis audience response resistance chapter introductions to the selected readings which are drawn from original essays and influential previously published articles provide a framework for understanding and analyzing how gender race and class are structural and experiential categories that inform the production construction and consumption of media representations gender race and class in media is designed as a comprehensive critical introduction to mass media but it can also be used as a supplement to a more standard text this text reader is also valuable for such courses as sociology of media media criticism cultural studies popular culture journalism visual literacy and especially where a critical approach is used

Gender, Race and Class in Media 1995
this book explores the emergence of lifestyle in the US first as a term that has become an organizing principle for the self and for the structure of everyday life and later as a pervasive form of media that encompasses a variety of domestic and self-improvement genres from newspaper columns to design blogs drawing on the methodologies of cultural studies and feminist media studies and built upon a series of case studies from newspapers books television programs and blogs it tracks the emergence of lifestyle s discursive formation and shows its relevance in contemporary media culture it is in the broadest sense about the role played by the explosion of lifestyle media texts in changing conceptualizations of selfhood and domestic life

Lifestyle Media in American Culture 2018-02-01

women's inclinations to identify with television characters varies with their assessment of the realism of these characters and their social world

Women Watching Television 1991-03

the new edition of this widely acclaimed book reveals how the popular media contributes to widespread myths and misunderstanding about cultural diversity along with updated media examples expanded theories and analysis this edition explores even more deeply the coverage of race in two chapters discusses more
broadly how men and boys are depicted in the media and socialized and how class issues have become even more visible during the great recession of the 21st century and the occupy movements

**Media Messages 2014-03-15**

how is gender constructed in the media to what extent do portrayals of gender influence everyday perceptions of ourselves and our actions in what ways do the media reinforce and sometimes challenge gender inequalities critical readings media and gender provides a lively and engaging introduction to the field of media and gender research drawing from a wide range of important international scholarship a variety of conceptual and methodological approaches is used to explore subjects such as entertainment news grassroots communication new media texts institutions audiences topics include gender identity and television talk shows historical portrayals of women in advertising the sexualization of the popular press the representation of lesbians on television the cult of femininity in women s magazines images of african american women and latinas in hollywood cinema sexual violence in the media women in popular music pornography and masculine power women s relationship to the internet this book is ideal for undergraduate courses in cultural and media studies gender studies the sociology of the media mass communication journalism communication studies and politics
Critical Readings: Media And Gender 2003-12-01

using sources in japanese chinese and american archives this text reassesses woodrow wilson's agenda at the paris peace conference it argues wilson did not betray china but negotiated a compromise with the japanese to ensure that china's sovereignty would be respected in shandong province

Media Messages 2000-12

this provocative new edition of gender race and class in media engages students with a comprehensive introduction to mass media studies editors gail dines and jean m humez present new and classic readings that critically analyze some of the most pervasive and influential forms of media entertainment culture including advertising reality tv shows sitcoms and dramatic series pornography fan and celebrity gossip websites videogames and online social media and virtual reality enterprises issues of power related to gender race class and sexuality are integrated into a wide range of compelling articles examining the economic and cultural implications of mass media as institutions such as the political economy of media production textual analysis and media consumption including current questions raised by fan participation in production and distribution
an eye opening exploration of how socials statuses intersect to shape our identities and produce inequalities in this fully edited and streamlined race gender sexuality and social class dimensions of inequality and identity second edition susan ferguson has carefully selected readings that open readers eyes to the ways that social statuses shape our experiences and impact our life chances the anthology represents many of the leading voices in the field and reflects the many approaches used by scholars and researchers to understand this important and evolving subject the anthology is organized around broad topics identity power and privilege social institutions etc rather than categories of difference race gender class sexuality to underscore this fundamental insight race class gender and sexuality do not exist in isolation they often intersect with one another to produce social inequalities and form the bases of our identities in society nine readings are new to this edition michael polgar on jewish assimilation and culture in the u s katherine franke on the 1940 supreme court case suneri v cassagne concerning racial identity carla pfeffer on transgender identity michelle alexander on the new jim crow richard lachmann on the decline of the u s as an economic and political power abby ferber on privilege and oppression blindness amada hess why women aren t welcome on the internet iris marion young five faces of oppression ellis cose rage of the privileged the choice of readings in race gender sexuality and social class dimensions of inequality and identity is better than my current text in terms of inequality and steps of closing the gaps dr deden rukmana savannah state university i really like how race gender sexuality and social class dimensions of inequality and identity deals with underlying concepts rather than difference by x y or z ana villalobos brandeis university
Race, Gender, Sexuality, and Social Class 2015-07-16

written in a clear and accessible style with lots of examples from anglo american media gender and the media offers a critical introduction to the study of gender in the media and an up to date assessment of the key issues and debates eschewing a straightforwardly positive or negative assessment the book explores the contradictory character of contemporary gender representations where confident expressions of girl power sit alongside reports of epidemic levels of anorexia among young women moral panics about the impact on men of idealized representations of the six pack but near silence about the pervasive re sexualization of women s bodies along with a growing use of irony and playfulness that render critique extremely difficult the book looks in depth at five areas of media talk shows magazines news advertising and contemporary screen and paperback romances to examine how representations of women and men are changing in the twenty first century partly in response to feminist queer and anti racist critique gender and the media is also concerned with the theoretical tools available for analysing representations a range of approaches from semiotics to postcolonial theory are discussed and gill asks how useful notions such as objectification backlash and positive images are for making sense of gender in today s western media finally gender and the media also raises questions about cultural politics namely what forms of critique and intervention are effective at a moment when ironic quotation marks seem to protect much media content from criticism and when much media content from sex and the city to revenge adverts can be labelled postfeminist this is a book that will be of particular interest to students and scholars in gender and media studies as well as those in sociology and cultural studies more generally
Gender and the Media 2007

the authors explore the many ways that gender and communication intersect and affect each other every chapter encourages a consideration of how gender attitudes and practices past and current influence personal notions of what it means not only to be female and male but feminine and masculine the second edition of this student friendly and accessible text is filled with contemporary examples activities and exercises to help students put theoretical concepts into practice

The Gender Communication Connection 2014-03-01

although the idea of class is again becoming politically and culturally charged the relationship between media and class remains understudied this diverse collection draws together prominent and emerging media scholars to offer readers a much needed orientation within the wider categories of media class and politics in britain america and beyond case studies address media representations and media participation in a variety of platforms with attention to contemporary culture from celtoids to selfies downton abbey to duck dynasty and royals to reality tv these scholarly but accessible accounts draw on both theory and empirical research to demonstrate how different media navigate and negotiate caricature and essentialize or contain and regulate class
**Media and Class 2017-10-16**

this third edition presents current information in the rapidly evolving field of minorities interaction with mass communications including the portrayals of minorities in the media advertising and public relations

---

**Racism, Sexism, and the Media 2003-08-28**

globalization gender and media tackles the emergence of sexy violence imagery and the coalescence of the sexual and violent meanings in contemporary global mainstream news television film and social media tuija parikka analyzes how such imagery advances particular interpretations of globalization and the role of gender in such projects cases range from serious news journalism and film to social media spectacles brought under the umbrellas of media production contents and perception these versatile cases introduce issues revealing the limits of western freedom discourse in the social media universalizing an idea of motherhood and ethnicity in news production time home and class in the formation of global imbalances of power online and in reality tv instability of sex and gender in discourses of rape and porn politicizing majority minority relations in the social media globalization gender and media emphasizes the need to consider the interconnectedness and material discursive aspects of globalization and the reality of gender in the media
Globalization, Gender, and Media 2015-01-14

Leach and Pini bring together empirical and theoretical studies that consider the intersections of class, gender, and rurality. Each chapter engages with current debates on these concepts to explore them in the context of contemporary social and economic transformations. This book will appeal to scholars working in the fields of gender, rurality, identity, and class studies.

Reshaping Gender and Class in Rural Spaces 2011

This book examines media depictions of intersecting components of marginalized identity through a study of how combined identities demonstrate a specific worldview. The contributors to this collection frame their understanding of media intersectionality as complex and multi-layered.

Intersectional Media 2021

Focusing on mass communication, this work provides a gender perspective that is also informed by the intersections of race, class, and sexual orientation. Its goal is to challenge professionals to think differently.
about their own communication contributions to society

The Gender Challenge to Media 2001

this book is an examination of the language and images used to depict mental distress in contemporary popular culture including analysis of news media magazines television and film

Madness, Power and the Media 2009-07-30

class race and gender challenging the injuries and divisions of capitalism is for those who want to understand the underlying connections among today's social justice movements bringing forth the basic operations of capitalist economies it reveals what is driving many of today's most urgent and vexing problems the common origins of the inequalities of income wealth and power environmental devastation militarism racism and white supremacy patriarchy and male chauvinism periodic economic crises and the cultural conflicts that are tearing at us life michael zweig illuminates all propositions with specific examples from us history from the first settlement of the new world to current life including his own lived experiences as an activist educator and organizer over the past six decades as such the book is an urgently needed resource for activists and organizers seeking structural and moral transformation of life in the us building on his analysis zweig also
presents strategies for political action in electoral and movement building work

Class, Race, and Gender 2023-11-28

A one of a kind text designed to launch readers into a thoughtful encounter with gender issues questioning gender. A sociological exploration, third edition serves as a point of departure for productive conversations about gender and as a resource for exploring answers to many of those questions rather than providing definitive answers. This unique book exposes readers to some of the best scholarship in the field that will lead them to question many of their assumptions about what is normal and abnormal. The author uses both historical and cross-cultural approaches as well as a focus on intersectionality and transgender issues to help students understand the socially constructed nature of gender.

Questioning Gender 2016-12-08

2009 rusa outstanding reference choice outstanding academic title for 2009 given both the interdisciplinarity of the field of gender scholarship and the immense significance of gender to both individuals and societies, it is probably impossible to produce such a compendium. The editor advisory team and contributors are to be credited for tackling a project of such immense scope. O'Brien's commitment to the possibility of a more
informed discourse on the highly complex and nuanced topic of gender and society promises to benefit a broad readership highly recommended for academic libraries of all sizes and for large public libraries booklist starred review all topics in this wide ranging resource are addressed in an unbiased and unprejudiced manner and facts are stated clearly and coherently the coverage of changing topics is kept current a valuable addition to any library library journal for decades scholars of gender have been documenting and analyzing the various ways in which gender shapes individual lives cultural beliefs and practices and social and economic organization including contributions by experts in the field the encyclopedia of gender and society covers the major theories research people and issues in contemporary gender studies this comprehensive two volume encyclopedia is distinguished by a cross national cross cultural perspective that provides comparative analyses of the life experiences of men and women around the world key features provides users with a gender lens on society by focusing on significant gender scholarship within commonly recognized areas of social research offers framing essays that summarize commonly used concepts and directions of research and provide an overview of each area e.g. media and gender socialization religion gender roles in sexuality and reproduction women's social movements history of examines basic aspects of social life from the most individual self and identity to the most global transnational economics and politics contains new information on well known subjects including surprising facts that may counter common assumptions and research in areas of study where the impact of gender has been traditionally overlooked reflects cutting edge discussion and scholarship on current issues and debates regarding gender and society
Transforming Gender and Development in East Asia 2002

this book suggests that the primary effects of globalization in India have followed from economic changes rather than new media creating a small transnational middle class transforming the lives of people in this class focusing on the middle classes in India the book suggests how globalization has transformed culture class and gender in India in the years since economic liberalization the book argues that with globalization class identities must be defined more by transnational contexts than within bounded nations they are based on shared patterns of consumption more than shared positions in the economy and are increasingly defined by gender relations

Globalization on the Ground 2008-05-01

this volume unpicks mega events as gendered entities and showcases how they both position athletes in relation to one of two binary sex positions and also push the boundaries of what we see and accept as a recognisably gendered male or female body
the concept of everyday struggles can enliven our understanding of the lives of young people and how social class is made and remade this book invokes a bourdieusian spirit to think about the ways young people are pushed and pulled by the normative demands directed at them from an early age whilst they reflexively understand that allegedly available incentives for making the right choices and working hard financial and familial security social status and job satisfaction are a declining prospect in youth class and everyday struggles the figures of those classed as hipsters and bogans are used to analyse how representation works to form a symbolic and moral economy that produces and polices fuzzy class boundaries further to this the practices of young people around diy cultures are analysed to illustrate struggles to create a satisfying and meaningful existence while negotiating between study work and creative passions by thinking through different modalities of struggles which revolve around meaning making and identity creativity and authenticity threadgold brings bourdieu's sociological practice together with theories of affect emotion morals and values to broaden our understanding of how young people make choices adapt strategise succeed fail and make do youth class and everyday struggles will appeal to undergraduate and postgraduate students as well as postdoctoral researchers of fields including youth studies class and inequality work and careers subcultures media and creative industries social theory and bourdieusian theory
The Concise Encyclopedia of Communication 2015-02-03

race gender and deviance in xbox live theoretical perspectives from the virtual margins provides a much needed theoretical framework for examining deviant behavior and deviant bodies within one of the largest virtual gaming communities xbox live previous research on video games has focused mostly on violence and examining violent behavior resulting from consuming this medium this limited scope has skewed criminologists understanding of video games and video game culture xbox live has proven to be more than just a gaming platform for users it has evolved into a multimedia entertainment outlet for more than 20 million users this book examines the nature of social interactions within xbox live which are often riddled with deviant behavior including but not limited to racism and sexism the text situates video games within a hegemonic framework deploying whiteness and masculinity as the norm the experiences of the marginalized
bodies are situated within the framework of deviance as they fail to conform to the hegemonic norm and become victims of racism sexism and other types of harassment provides students researchers and practitioners with a baseline understanding of the structure of digitally mediated spaces such as xbox live shows how the architecture of virtual spaces can foster racism sexism and possibly criminal activity examines how unregulated virtual spaces lead to deviant acts and should be taken more seriously given the potential for criminal activity

**Race, Gender, and Deviance in Xbox Live 2014-03-21**

this collection posits thought provoking analyses of sociocultural issues about human communication impacted by the omnipresence of social media contributors connect social media to gender class and race inequities women s health cyberbullying sexting and transgender is

**Social Media 2017**

this volume provides an extensive overview of current research on the complex relationships between gender and communication featuring a broad variety of chapters written by leading and upcoming scholars this edited collection uses diverse theoretical frameworks to provide insight into recent concerns regarding
changing gender roles representations and resources in communication studies established research and new perspectives address vital themes in this comprehensive text including the shifting politics of gender ethical and technological trends in gendered media and gender in daily life comprising 39 chapters by a team of international contributors the handbook is divided into six thematic sections gendered lives and identities visualizing gender the politics of gender gendered contexts and strategies gendered violence and communication gender advocacy in action these sections examine central issues debates and problems including the ethics and politics of gender as identity impacts of media and technology legal and legislative battlegrounds for gender inequality and lgbtq human rights changing institutional contexts and recent research on gender violence and communication the final section links academic research on gender and communication to activism and advocacy beyond the academy the routledge handbook of gender and communication will be an invaluable reference work for students and researchers working at the intersections of gender studies and communication studies its international perspectives and the range of themes it covers make it an essential and pragmatic pedagogical resource

The Routledge Handbook of Gender and Communication 2020-11-29

revised edition of gender through the prism of difference 2011
Gender Through the Prism of Difference 2016

gender and pop culture examines the intersection of media society gender and culture through a multidisciplinary lens the book serves both as a text and reader focused on an examination of gender and society

Gender and Pop Culture 2020-03-09

the oxford handbook of gender and politics brings to political science an accessible and comprehensive overview of the key contributions of gender scholars to the study of politics and it shows how these contributions produce a richer understanding of polities and societies

The Oxford Handbook of Gender and Politics 2013-04-04
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